R3 Radar Detector

Extreme Long Range Radar/Laser Detector

The R3 by Uniden provides the same, record shattering performance of the R1, with the additional power of GPS for red light camera protection and the ability to mark and ignore fixed false alerts. The R3 also has the best K Band filter on the market, offering the least amount of false alerts from blind spot monitors and K Band sensors in other vehicles. When you need the most relevant information possible, the Uniden R3 puts you miles ahead.
R3 Radar Detector

• Extreme Range Laser Radar Detection
• Digital Signal Processor
• GPS Built-in
• Red Light Camera Alert
• Speed Camera Alert
• Advanced K/KA Band Filter
• Voice Notifications
• Quiet Ride (Speed-based Auto Mute)
• Ultra-bright Multi-colored OLED Display
• Radar Band Frequency Display (Current Speed, Battery Voltage, Altitude, Clock)
• Spectre Elite Undetectable
• MAX Speed Warning System
• Suction Mount Included (single and double)
• Carrying Case Included
• Cigarette Charger with Mute Key and USB Jack
• Upgradeable Firmware

The Uniden R3 is the all around highest performing windshield mounted detector on the market.

Please visit Vortex Radar’s YouTube channel for reviews and testing results:
https://www.youtube.com/user/TravelCam111
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Proposition 65 Warning (California): This product contains a chemical known to The State of California to cause cancer, birth defect or other reproductive harm.
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